Hemorrhagic cholecystitis and hemobilia: two infrequent complications of systemic lupus erythematosus
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ABSTRACT

Introduction: the patients affected by systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) often suffer gastrointestinal symptoms. The differential diagnosis should contemplate pathology of the gall bladder. We present the case of a patient with hemorrhagic lithiasic cholecystitis and hemobilia.

Case report: 24 year old female diagnosed with SLE under treatment with Sintrom®, Dacortin® and Dolquine® that presented acute lithiasic cholecystitis and hemobilia with a distal calculus. Cholecystectomy and aperture of the ductus choledochus were performed allowing to confirm the hemobilia and to extract the calculus.

Discussion: the treatment of cholecystitis in the patients with SLE is controversial due to the fact that most reviewed cases have been solved with cholecystectomy, or in other cases with conservative treatment with corticosteroids. We believe that the presence of cholelithiasis in a patient with SLE with pain on the right hypochondrium and ultrasound confirming the suspicion of cholecystitis demands a surgical treatment since the cause may be vascular, lithiasic or combined. Besides, the possible complications will not respond to pharmaceutical treatment.
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INTRODUCTION

The patients affected by systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) often suffer gastrointestinal symptoms due to their condition, but mainly because of the medicines used for their treatment or due to viral or bacterial infections (1). Whenever predominant acute and intense abdominal pain is present, the differential diagnosis (due to its higher prevalence on these patients), should contemplate pancreatitis, appendicitis, intestinal ischemia and pathology of the gallbladder (2). Referring to this last category, acalculous cholecystitis secondary to vasculitis has been widely described in medical literature (3,4). We present the case of a patient with SLE that urgently needed surgical intervention and was diagnosed of hemorrhagic lithiasic cholecystitis and hemobilia, aiming to establish a reference whenever facing these exceptional complications evaluating a patient with SLE with abdominal pain on the right hypochondrium.

CLINICAL CASE

Our patient is a 24 year old female diagnosed with SLE and antiphospholipid syndrome 10 years ago, under treatment with Sintrom®, Dacortin® and Dolquine® consulting over continuous abdominal pain with 24 hours of evolution located on right hypochondrium, not radiated associated to nausea and vomits. In the physical examination, the patient showed painful reaction and voluntary defense at abdominal examination, especially on the right hypochondrium, along with discrete signs of peritoneal irritation with doubtful signs of Murphy’s.

The blood tests showed normal value for hematocrit, differential leukocyte count and amylasemia, as well as an initially normal liver test. We requested an abdominal ultrasound where multiple gallbladder lithiasis were observed without any inflammatory signs on the gallbladder wall, as well as a normal bile duct caliber.
The patient remained under observation suffering increasing pain despite the IV analgesics and suddenly presented jaundice in skin and mucous when explored. The follow up analytics showed a total serum bilirubin level of 6.02 mg/dl, at the expense of a direct bilirubin of 5.83 mg/dl. Immediate surgery was decided after the patient had a fever peak of 38 °C besides the previous symptoms.

Through laparoscopic intervention we observed a distended gallbladder with hematomas in its wall. We performed a cholecystectomy and sectioned the cystic duct to introduce a cholangiography catheter. We observed dark blood and clots proceeding from the principal biliary duct and decided to convert to right subcostal laparotomy.

First we realized an intraoperative cholangiography observing a dilated biliary duct and a stop at a distal choledochus level suggesting cholechocholithiasis (Fig. 1).

We were able to confirm the hemobilia through the opening of the ductus choledochus and let us discover the presence of a distal calculus that was extracted with a Fogarty catheter. Further on, through the visualization with a cholangioscopy, we ruled out the presence of other lithiasis as well as active bleeding in the bile duct, closing it with a Kehr’s T tube.

The gallbladder was filled with multiple clots as well as a calculus of 1.5 cm.

The mucous was eroded and friable to contact. The pathologic examination reported hemorrhagic cholecystitis with persistence of medium caliber vessels associated to inflammatory signs (Fig. 2). The postoperative went by without any further complications and allowed to discharge the patient a week later with a clamped T tube that was removed a month later without any problems.

DISCUSSION

Abdominal pain is a frequent symptom in patients with SLE. The wide range of pathologies that may cause it complicates to give a differential diagnosis due to the fact that the available complementary explorations in the ER room are not conclusive in most occasions. In our case, neither the physical exploration, nor the initial analytics or the ultrasound helped to discover the origin of the pain referred by the patient.

On the other side, even though many gastrointestinal manifestations in the patients with SLE are treated with corticosteroids, others such as ischemia and intestinal perforation have surgical urgency and to delay their practice endangers the patient’s life. Therefore, the surgeon must know all the possible complications described in the scientific literature for SLE aiming to direct and apply all the proper diagnose-therapeutical measures in each case.

The hepatic and biliar affectation in the SLE is more common than what might be initially thought due to the fact than even though clinical related manifestations are infrequent, diverse retrospective studies show a range of elevated analytical and histological alterations (5). Therefore, it has been described the presence of hepatic steatosis, active chronic hepatitis, primary biliary cirrhosis, hepatic granuloma and centrilobular necrosis, Budd-Chiari syndrome, etc. On the other hand, the vascular alteration at the vesicular wall level may cause an alithiasic cholecystitis that in extreme cases it may become hemorrhagic (6). In our patient, even though the histological study of the removed gallbladder did not show any strict criteria of vasculitis, we proposed that the persistence of medium caliber vessels associated to inflammatory signs, to biliary lithiasis and to anticoagging treatment, originated a bleeding in the interior of the gallbladder and secondary hemobilia. Possibly the lithiasic obstruction of the biliary ducts increased the pres-

![Fig. 1. Intraoperative cholangiography where we can observe a dilated biliary duct and a stop at the distal choledocus level suggesting cholechocholithiasis.](image)
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Fig. 2. Gallbladder that shows similar alterations of diffuse character consisting of inflammatory transmural infiltrates by lymphoplasmacytic cells with sources of polinuclear neutrofils leukocytes and vast presence of eosinophils associated to intense vascular congestion (A) with multiple focal areas of recent hemorrhage (C). These areas affect mucous, muscularis externa and serosa without association to parietal necrosis. In C we can appreciate the only vessel with discrete presence of polymorphonuclears in the wall.
sure on its interior resolving the hemorrhage by clotting and closing the vessel but originated cholestasys and cholangitis.

Even though Rhoton et al. (7) described the case of a patient with lupus that presented hemobilia and obstruction of the main bile duct due to clots, the case we report is the first with these characteristics in which cholelithiasis and choledocholithiasis intervene.

The treatment of cholecystitis in the patients with SLE is controversial due to the fact that most reviewed cases have been solved with cholecystectomy, or in other cases with conservative treatment with corticosteroids (8). We think that the presence of choledolithiasis in a patient with SLE, pain on the right hypochondrium and analytic-ultrasound suspicion of cholecystitis demands a surgical treatment since the cause may be vascular, lithiasic or combined (9). Besides, the possible complications, as the ones described in this case, will be solved during the proper intervention and will not respond to pharmaceutical treatment for sure. To resume, even though we performed a laparotomy to explore the main biliary duct, we believe that to perform a laparoscopy on these patients is useful as a diagnostic tool as well as a therapeutic one according to the experience of the surgeon (10). Minimizing the surgical aggression is even more important in patients with chronic affections and intrinsic or pharmaceutical alterations of the clotting process such as in patients with SLE.
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